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Key Takeaways
Amobee, 4C, And Adobe Lead The Pack
forrester’s research uncovered a market in which 
Amobee, 4C, and Adobe are Leaders; dataxu, 
The Trade desk, videoAmp, and Xandr are strong 
Performers; Mediaocean, Cadent, MediaMath, 
simulmedia, and verizon Media are Contenders; 
and Centro is a Challenger.

Inventory Breadth And Data-Driven Planning 
Tools Are Key Differentiators
vendors’ legacies, as either a traditional Tv tool 
or a digital ad tool, still show in most evaluated 
solutions. While no evaluated platform has 
complete coverage of all video forms nor a fully 
mature toolset to optimize a cross-channel video 
campaign, these two dimensions distinguished 
market leaders from the pack.

Why read This report
in forrester’s evaluation of the emerging market 
for cross-channel video advertising platforms, we 
identified the 13 most significant providers in the 
category — 4C, Adobe, Amobee, Cadent, Centro, 
dataxu, MediaMath, Mediaocean, simulmedia, 
The Trade desk, verizon Media, videoAmp, 
and Xandr — and evaluated them. This report 
details our findings about how well each vendor 
scored against 10 criteria and where they 
stand in relation to each other. B2C marketing 
professionals can use this review to select the 
right partner or partners for their video advertising 
needs.
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

Cross-Channel video Advertising Platforms restitch Audiences

Television advertising is finally succumbing to the irresistible forces of technology and the age of the 
customer.1 Consumer embrace of streaming and online video is accelerating, fragmenting audiences 
and dramatically reducing ratings of traditional television programming, especially among the coveted 
age 18 to 49 demographic. Meanwhile, media companies have built databases and begun selling 
“advanced” audiences: definitions that go beyond the traditional Nielsen age/gender categories with 
deeper demographics, consumer purchase history, or attitudinal characteristics.

All this challenges marketers and media agencies to evolve deeply entrenched planning, buying, 
optimization, and measurement processes rooted in simplistic audience targets. Marketers have 
watched audiences flee to streaming, lamenting Tv’s death but rationalizing the status quo, thinking 
streaming lacked the scale to warrant changing a process that worked for five decades. Cross-channel 
video advertising platforms (CCvAPs) aspire to support buyers rising to this challenge, helping them 
find the best placements to reach their target audiences across all relevant forms of video: traditional 
Tv, addressable linear, streaming (e.g., over-the-top [OTT] and connected Tv [CTv]), and online video. 
While no platform forrester evaluated has fully developed features and inventory across all these video 
forms, the Leaders particularly point toward a holistic video future.

Cross-Channel video Advertising Platforms evaluation Overview

The forrester New Wave™ differs from our traditional forrester Wave™. in the forrester New Wave 
evaluation, we assess only emerging technologies, and we base our analysis on a 10-criterion survey 
and a 2-hour briefing with each evaluated vendor. We group the 10 criteria into current offering and 
strategy (see figure 1). We also review market presence.

using the description of cross-channel video ad platforms from our “Now Tech: Omnichannel Media 
Management, Q2 2019” report as a guide, we included 13 vendors in this assessment: 4C, Adobe, 
Amobee, Cadent, Centro, dataxu, MediaMath, Mediaocean, simulmedia, The Trade desk, verizon 
Media, videoAmp, and Xandr (see figure 2 and see figure 3). each of these vendors:

 › Supports multiple forms of video advertising. each of the vendors in this report supports at 
least two forms of video advertising (e.g., linear broadcast, set-top box addressable, OTT/CTv, and 
online video) along with, at minimum, some cross-channel capabilities.

 › Has client inquiries and/or technologies that put the vendor on Forrester’s radar. forrester 
clients often discuss the vendors and products through inquiries and interviews; alternatively, the 
vendor may, in forrester’s judgment, warrant inclusion or exclusion in this evaluation because of 
technology trends and market presence.
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

FIGUre 1 Assessment Criteria

Criteria explanationEvaluation criteria

How well does the platform enable inventory discovery of ad placements reaching 
the de�ned audience? How does it enable schedule building against desired 
outcomes or budget constraints? Does it calculate unduplicated reach and 
frequency of schedules? How does it enable portfolio management?

How well does the platform enable buying across all traditional providers of linear 
TV inventory? What, if any, unique inventory access does it offer in linear 
broadcast? What is the buying model on this media? Does it facilitate the 
transaction, issue input/output (I/O), or can it enable both? What types of deals 
does the platform support?

How well does the platform enable buying across all traditional providers of 
set-top box addressable? What is the buying model? Does it facilitate the 
transaction, issue I/O, or can it enable both? Does it offer reach and frequency 
targeting/management on this inventory? Does it enable cross-channel ad 
coordination?

How well does the platform enable buying across over-the-top/connected TV 
(OTT/CTV)? What inventory access does it offer in OTT/CTV? Does it facilitate the 
transaction or issue I/O? Does it offer reach and frequency targeting/management 
on this inventory? Does it offer fraud or brand safety capabilities on it?

Plan/schedule 
building

Buying: traditional 
linear

Buying: set-top 
box

Buying: OTT/CTV
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

FIGUre 1 Assessment Criteria (Cont.)

Criteria explanationEvaluation criteria

How well does the platform address advertiser-dened audiences, rst-party data 
matching, platform-derived audiences, and gross rating point based? Does it 
forecast the potential reach? What data sets does the platform use, and how does 
it project a valid audience at national scale? At what level can audiences be built?

How well does the platform enable buying across online video? Does it offer reach 
and frequency targeting? Does it enable cross-channel coordination with other 
forms of TV/video? How, and across which forms of TV/video? Does it offer fraud, 
viewability, or brand safety capabilities?

How well does the platform measure and display campaign delivery versus plan? 
How does the platform facilitate changes if the campaign delivery diverges from 
the plan? Does the platform offer a way to measure the business impact of the 
campaign?

What is the company’s vision for the role of “video” in the omnichannel advertising 
mix? How will video’s role and ad planning, targeting, buying, and ad formats 
change over the next three years? How is the company positioning itself in this 
world?

How will the company evolve and enhance the product to align with these 
changes?

What specic features and functions are in development currently? What is the 
launch schedule by quarter for these enhancements? What additional features 
and functions are being evaluated for future development? How is customer 
feedback incorporated into the road map?

Audience 
discovery and 
building

Buying: online 
video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

FIGUre 2 forrester New Wave™: Cross-Channel video Advertising Platforms, Q3 2019

Challengers Contenders Leaders
Strong

Performers

Stronger
current
offering

Weaker
current
offering

Weaker strategy Stronger strategy

Market presence*

*A gray bubble indicates a nonparticipating vendor.
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

FIGUre 3 vendor QuickCard Overview
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vendor QuickCards

forrester evaluated 13 vendors and ranked them against 10 criteria. Here’s our take on each.
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

Amobee: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that Amobee (see figure 4):

 › Leads with robust planning and portfolio management capabilities. Amobee combines real-
time (e.g., programmatic) and futures-based (e.g., Tv upfronts) planning and buying tools for cross-
channel audience-based buying and portfolio management.

 › Can push for a more automated reservation process. The platform can produce an optimized 
linear schedule, but Amobee could push providers to enable more automated reservations. 
Amobee lags in set-top box addressable Tv buying, which would help complete its solution.

 › Is the best fit for multibrand companies investing heavily in linear and digital video. its 
portfolio management capabilities save work hours and increase on-target reach. its cross-channel 
capabilities provide a range of ways to target heavy, light, or nonlinear Tv viewers.

Amobee Customer reference Summary

Customers praise Amobee’s depth of knowledge, customer service, Nielsen integration, and 
optimization of intra-/cross-channel video efforts. it would benefit from a stronger market presence.

FIGUre 4 Amobee QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

“The delivery team is very 
hands-on, which is refreshing; 
they will move mountains for 
us.”

“I am everyday impressed with 
what they are bringing to the 
table.”

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
Amobee Media Management Platform

Amobee
Wave position

LEADER
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

4C: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that 4C (see figure 5):

 › Leads the pack with extensive linear and oTT/CTV inventory. 4C earns Leader status with its 
strong integration of linear Tv and digital Tv. its Tv sync product allows unique coordination of Tv 
and social video placements. Pluses include a strong identity graph, sophisticated data science, 
and additional Tv data from inscape, Nielsen, and others.

 › Still needs to connect linear and oTT/CTV measurement. deduplication with linear Tv is built 
but not generally available. digital video is limited to its legacy social video sources.

 › Is the best fit for companies that need a pure self-service tool. Agencies in particular can 
empower media planners and buyers for the complex task of cross-channel video campaigns.

4C Customer reference Summary

Agency customers praise its portfolio allocation tool. The product team rolls out product enhancements 
quickly while the customer service team gets high marks for responsiveness.

FIGUre 5 4C QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

“They have built what I consider 
best-in-class self-serve 
technology.”

“Their product team is stellar.”

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
Scope

4C
Wave position

LEADER
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

Adobe: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that Adobe (see figure 6):

 › Leads with an integrated story across audience, analytics, and activation. Adobe’s clean 
interface offers a single view of a cross-channel plan, has pushbutton reservation capabilities on 
some linear inventory, and uniquely partners with roku for two-way deterministic id matching.

 › Still needs to build out its measurement and cross-channel capabilities. Adobe does enable 
some measurement beyond traditional reach/frequency, but it’s limited to actions captured via 
Adobe Analytics.

 › Is the best fit for Adobe customers or those looking for a unified tech stack. Adobe’s vision to 
“build a 360-degree view of the customer and to orchestrate journeys not just across paid media, 
but the entire experience” will appeal to organizations looking for streamlined completeness.

Adobe Customer reference Summary

Adobe’s customers praise its forward-thinking people but note it’s still learning how to sell to and 
service an enterprise client using multiple products. Clients also want more robust measurement.

FIGUre 6 Adobe QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

“The ease of use of their 
platform is a strength.”

“They have delivered on pretty 
much everything we have 
asked.”

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
Adobe Advertising Cloud

Adobe
Wave position

LEADER
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

Dataxu: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that dataxu (see figure 7):

 › Is unique among DSPs in its embrace of video, linear, and all. dataxu leans heavily on its 
graphing tech, Oneview, to enable audience planning at many levels including household, which 
will appeal to Tv buyers. its new TotalTv planner can output cross-channel plans across video 
types, and it supports sophisticated measurement like incrementality testing.

 › Still needs to prove its chops in traditional TV. relative to our Leaders, dataxu lacks activation in 
more classic forms of Tv. it may underestimate what adding this will take.

 › Is the best fit for those who don’t need all the activation bells and whistles. Customers with 
existing buying capabilities will benefit from using dataxu’s toolset to optimize existing approaches, 
measure against business outcomes, and/or create cross-channel programs to complement 
traditional Tv buys.

Dataxu Customer reference Summary

dataxu received praise for the quality, depth, and breadth of its device graph, its sophisticated cross-
channel measurement capabilities, and its “extraordinary responsiveness” and openness to feedback.

FIGUre 7 dataxu QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

“They are open to feedback —
I will see product suggestions 
I’ve made appear in the next 
iteration of their product.”

“They cared about our business, 
and I would love to work with 
them again.”

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
TotalTV, TouchPoint, OneView

dataxu
Wave position

STRONG PERFORMER
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

The Trade Desk: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that The Trade desk (see figure 8):

 › Features a robust oTT/CTV offering as a complement or alternative to linear TV. The Trade 
desk is committed to a programmatic cross-channel video future and its aggressive, multifaceted 
approach in OTT/CTv (like live sports inventory access) reflects that. it brings strong reporting, with 
outcomes-based measurement to complement its Nielsen integration.

 › Doesn’t formally address today’s TV buyer’s full range of needs. The Trade desk does not 
enable any type of linear planning/schedule building or portfolio management tools.

 › Is the best fit for companies that are leaning heavily into digitally delivered video. The Trade 
desk will appeal to brands trying to find those elusive light- or non-Tv viewers, aggressively 
pushing traditional Tv dollars toward more data-driven forms of buying, or both.

The Trade Desk Customer reference Summary

The Trade desk garnered praise for its planning and measurement capabilities, the strength of its team, 
and its willingness to build products attuned to customer needs. However, its current id offering is seen 
as overly reliant on cookies and devices and lacking a necessary level of accuracy.

FIGUre 8 The Trade desk QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

“Their platform capabilities are 
hands down a strength for 
them.”

“They have a great willingness 
to go the extra mile.”

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
The Trade Desk

The Trade Desk
Wave position

STRONG PERFORMER
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

VideoAmp: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that videoAmp (see figure 9):

 › offers the most complete cross-channel planning tool among evaluated vendors. videoAmp 
uniquely speeds planning by having Liveramp’s entire mapping table reside in the platform 
to accelerate matching to advertisers’ first-party data. They also hold data from 38 MvPds’ 
households in their viewership footprint to speed addressable linear Tv.

 › Still needs to automate more buying capabilities. videoAmp’s buying capabilities today are 
weak. With a close partnership and investment from Mediaocean, plans are pushed into the 
Mediaocean system.

 › Is the best fit for companies with large multibrand portfolios. The time savings of the portfolio 
allocation tool is reason enough to evaluate videoAmp.

VideoAmp Customer reference Summary

videoAmp earns praise for “an agile tech stack that offers superior data management capabilities,” 
especially for smart Tv data, appealing for buyers with strong first-party data. its responsive support 
team gets kudos. Clients note occasional struggles to meet promised delivery dates for new 
functionality.

FIGUre 9 videoAmp QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

“They have a smart, 
knowledgeable team who 
actually cares.”

“They’ve been great partners, 
there to support us as we have 
the measurement convos 
internally and with clients.”

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
VideoAmp Platform

VideoAmp
Wave position

STRONG PERFORMER
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

Xandr: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that Xandr (see figure 10):

 › Brings powerful assets and a strong vision for cross-channel video. Xandr marries AT&T 
Adwork’s addressable offering with its digital programmatic platform AppNexus, plus AT&T’s 
deterministic identity footprint, a range of distribution channels, and premium media assets. 
Announcements that AT&T data can now be layered onto inventory in the AppNexus marketplace 
demonstrate the company’s commitment to the Xandr offering.2

 › Needs to make its earth-bound reality match its sky-high vision. AT&T’s acquisitions need 
combining, and that is no small feat. its pitch is surprisingly digital in orientation, so it remains to be 
seen whether it will truly emerge as a balanced linear/digital cross-channel offering.3

 › Is a good choice for companies willing to accompany Xandr on its journey. Xandr will appeal 
to brands that are in active experimentation with one or more partners and are comfortable with 
some uncertainty relative to the potential its assets promise.

Xandr Customer reference Summary

Xandr declined to participate in our New Wave evaluation so forrester did not receive references.

FIGUre 10 Xandr QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

Xandr did not participate in 
this evaluation and chose not 
to provide references.

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
Xandr declined to participate in this research.

Xandr
Wave position

STRONG PERFORMER
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

Mediaocean: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that Mediaocean (see figure 11):

 › Advances from financial and operational management to planning. Mediaocean has had a 
virtual monopoly for campaign billing and reconciliation. With the addition of its Lumina planning 
module, Mediaocean moves into media planning and reports 6,000 Lumina users globally. An 
additional app called Tview allows cross-media reach/frequency calculations and automated plan 
optimization.

 › Still needs to integrate interfaces on multiple dimensions. The disconnect between Lumina and 
Tview creates an awkward planning process, though integrations are planned. Media management 
is also split into separate applications.

 › Is a fixture in major agencies. Mediaocean’s place in the media supply chain is assured, but its 
ability to become the Tv planning tool of choice is not. efficiency-challenged agencies will give 
Mediaocean’s planning tools serious consideration.

Mediaocean Customer reference Summary

Mediaocean earned praise for its ability to house its clients’ buys, but it could improve on reach/
frequency across linear and digital video.

FIGUre 11 Mediaocean QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

“Mediaocean has the core of 
what the team needs in terms 
of trafficking and billing.”

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
Prisma 2019, Spectra 2019

Mediaocean
Wave position

CONTENDER
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The 13 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up

Cadent: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that Cadent (see figure 12):

 › excels at modernizing linear TV processes. On top of capabilities gained through mergers 
across the Tv ecosystem, the firm has a strong data-driven linear planning tool with a Tv device 
graph that enables national scale at a lower cost than a national buy. in addition, Cadent has 
mastered the complexities of addressable linear Tv.

 › Still needs to broaden self-serve and cross-channel capabilities. A number of Cadent’s tools 
are not yet directly accessible to customers, and its strategic choice not to offer online video limits 
its full cross-channel video story.

 › Is the best fit for companies that need an on-ramp to the data-driven TV world. Cadent’s deep 
roots in linear Tv will give brands confidence that they can still achieve critical KPis using new 
techniques.

Cadent Customer reference Summary

references praise how Cadent simplifies the complicated Tv landscape. Major holding companies 
noted challenges with Cadent as a technology intermediary potentially increasing costs, but they see 
Cadent’s value and praise its flexibility in exploring different business models.

FIGUre 12 Cadent QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

“Their investment in tech is a 
strength; they’ve built a very 
nice platform.”

“Their approach has been smart. 
[They’re] easy to work with and 
take feedback well.”

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
Cadent Advanced TV Platform

Cadent
Wave position

CONTENDER
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MediaMath: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that MediaMath (see figure 13):

 › Is pursuing programmatic cross-channel video through oTT/CTV. While not enabling linear 
Tv buying, MediaMath lets buyers bring their linear data to bear to plan initiatives in OTT/CTv and 
digital video via ACr data and a Comscore id-mapping relationship.

 › Has limited support for more traditional TV. MediaMath plans to aggressively drive more 
traditional Tv inventory providers toward a more programmatic workflow but lacks capabilities a 
truly cross-channel video customer needs, including a complete Nielsen integration, holistic reach 
and frequency planning, and portfolio management.

 › Is a good fit for digitally oriented programmatic buyers who want big screen access. 
Organizations looking to reach prospects and customers via the big screen while still relying on 
programmatic tools will find MediaMath a strong and steady partner.

MediaMath Customer reference Summary

references noted MediaMath’s openness and transparency. MediaMath was described as a 
responsive partner willing to build tools clients need. Customers noted the lack of holistic reach and 
frequency capabilities and limited targeting options in OTT/CTv.

FIGUre 13 MediaMath QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

“Their platform for us has been 
more flexible and extensible 
than others we’ve tried.”

“We started out essentially from 
scratch and now are fully up 
and running as a team 
because of MediaMath.”

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
TerminalOne DSP

MediaMath
Wave position
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Simulmedia: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that simulmedia (see figure 14):

 › offers strong, data-driven linear planning. simulmedia rigorously combines Nielsen respondent-
level data with automatic content recognition (ACr) data to build a nationally representative panel 
for more reliable planning. The platform hosts seven years of historical viewing data that the 
company claims enables more accurate forecasting.

 › Still needs to refine and extend its tech platform. While the front-end planning tool is impressive, 
the buying is still largely manual. While simulmedia has tapped the spotX exchange for OTT/CTv 
inventory, it lags competitors that access multiple exchanges.

 › Is the best fit for companies beginning their advanced TV journey. simulmedia’s 11 years 
of advanced Tv buying experience and strong national linear Tv inventory makes the firm a 
good choice for advertisers looking to learn data-driven Tv practices from a partner with deep 
understanding of traditional Tv processes.

Simulmedia Customer reference Summary

Customers praise simulmedia’s self-service tools in terms of the speed of identifying best-fit 
placements and the depth of data to find the greatest value. Clients desire more in-depth reporting.

FIGUre 14 simulmedia QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

“The way they think about 
reach and reach versus 
competitors aligns with our 
philosophy around TV today.”

“Their use of data has been 
excellent since we started 
working with them.”

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
Transparent TV, D2Cx.com

Simulmedia
Wave position
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Verizon Media: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that verizon Media (see figure 15):

 › Promises detailed targeting across devices at scale. verizon has extensive data and a 
proprietary device graph on 1 billion users globally, with access to unique carrier data, verizon Ads 
sdK, and media assets including yahoo, AOL, ryOT, and others. The verizon Media dsP unifies 
technology from its acquisitions including One by AOL and Brightroll.

 › Sees a limited role for DSPs in linear TV. verizon has made a strategic decision not to 
integrate linear Tv, believing 5g will accelerate consumers’ shift to streaming.4 its approach to 
complementing linear Tv buys is to tap sources like samba to identify new consumers. But it lacks 
Nielsen data to provide a more robust reach extension solution.

 › Is the best fit for companies rapidly shifting spend to digital video. digital teams will like 
verizon Media’s dsP functionality but will need to work with linear Tv peers for integration.

Verizon Customer reference Summary

Customer references say verizon’s algorithm is superior to google, and its combination of id graph, 
data, and algorithmic optimization drive higher performance. But they note the platform can be 
“buggy,” and its reporting on campaign pacing is behind other providers.

FIGUre 15 verizon Media QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

“Their team is really helpful, and 
we lean on them quite a bit.”

“It’s a super strong platform — 
we can set a soft or hard goal 
and can hit it once it learns.”

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
Verizon Media DSP

Verizon Media
Wave position
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Centro: Forrester’s Take

Our evaluation found that Centro (see figure 16):

 › Is uniquely complete in its front- to back-office functionality for digital media. Centro’s Basis 
platform offers everything from initial inventory selection and rfP-ing/communications to post-
facto billing and reconciliation. digital video and OTT/CTv are available today, while tools for 
planning, buying, and measuring linear and/or set-top box addressable Tv inventory are on the 
road map.

 › Still needs to move from vision to action on major forms of video advertising. Centro is well 
positioned for omnichannel media management, but building tools Tv buyers need — audience 
planning, schedule building, and holistic reach/frequency tools — may prove more challenging than 
it anticipates.

 › Will appeal to companies looking to streamline ad business operations. Centro shines with 
customers looking for a one-stop shop for digital media buying.

Centro Customer reference Summary

Customers value Centro for its “next-level” customer support, its ability to be a strong source of new 
ideas, and the completeness of its solution. Customers noted that the platform can be buggy.

FIGUre 16 Centro QuickCard

REFERENCE QUOTES

Differentiated On par Needs improvement

“It can easily and inexpensively 
A/B test, which we could never 
do before.”

“We feel like we are getting a 
true end-to-end platform.”

Plan/schedule building

Buying: traditional linear

Buying: set-top box

Buying: OTT/CTV

Audience discovery and 
building

Buying: online video

Measurement

Company vision

Product vision

Product road map

Products evaluated
Basis 1.0

Centro
Wave position
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supplemental Material

The Forrester New Wave Methodology

We conducted primary research to develop a list of vendors that met our criteria for the evaluation and 
definition of this emerging market. We evaluated vendors against 10 criteria, seven of which we based 
on product functionality and three of which we based on strategy. We also reviewed market presence. 
We invited the top emerging vendors in this space to participate in an rfP-style demonstration and 
interviewed customer references. We then ranked the vendors along each of the criteria. We used a 
summation of the strategy scores to determine placement on the x-axis, a summation of the current 
offering scores to determine placement on the y-axis, and the market presence score to determine 
marker size. We designated the top-scoring vendors as Leaders.
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Integrity Policy

We conduct all our research, including forrester New Wave evaluations, in accordance with the 
integrity Policy posted on our website.

endnotes
1 see the forrester report “The digital Transformation Of video Advertising Arrives.”

2 source: Alison Weissbrot, “Xandr rebrands AppNexus dsP To ‘Xandr invest,’ gives it exclusive Access To AT&T 
data,” Adexchanger, June 10, 2019 (https://adexchanger.com/tv-2/xandr-rebrands-appnexus-dsp-to-xandr-invest-
gives-it-exclusive-access-to-att-data/).

3 source: Lauren Johnson, “AT&T has quietly bolstered its ad tech to compete with google. Here’s the pitch deck it’s 
showing to agencies to explain how it works.” Business insider, July 23, 2019 (https://www.businessinsider.com/atts-
xandr-invest-pitch-deck-june-2019-plays-up-data-ad-tech).

4 While 5g rollout has begun, forrester believes the high cost and need for transmitter density will limit its reach for 
a number of years. We also expect the cost to consumers to be significantly higher than current wireless services, 
slowing consumer uptake. in addition, the need to upgrade to (also expensive) 5g compatible devices will act as an 
additional barrier. The most likely early adopters are a segment forrester calls “Progressive Pioneers” who are already 
above-average streaming viewers, thus 5g’s increase in streaming is likely to be incremental, not revolutionary.

http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES121763
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